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contrast; (5) factors besides ability are critical to college success. These factors

pertain to the teacher--he must know his students, motivate them, and avoid isolating

himself from them. Students reported growth in valuing learning for its own sake, in

self-management, in wanting to work. and in appreciating teacher concern, individual

help. freedom from pressure, and being treated as mature people. Drawbacks were

(1) previous instructor and student conditioning. (2) lack of individualized teaching

aids, (3) inflexible school architecture, (4) traditional units of teaching time, (5) doubts

of the efficiency of individual instruction. Appended are the student-teacher

contingency contract and the student assessment questionnaire. [Not available in
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:very educator ou:ht to an experimenter, a sear?her for knowledze and

an innovator in instructional zethoOs. Particularly is this so now - in an

age of social turmoil, in a tre of technological chance. in a period of

population growth, in a psychological climate of isolation. So expanded have

our schools become in size, so varied are the pressures placed upon theirs, so

discomfortim are the confusing alternatives from which to rake decisions,

that educators often do not know :what to consider first.

Perhaps the greatest problem that we face today is sheer numbers-- of

WCUw-LA,. 1:r1 era so attuned to quantity :-.1s a Primary consideration, that we

often. and inadvertently,'overlook ouplity. 1:e are so taken with groups

that we overlook the individual. 1e are so surrounded by nyriads, that each

of us, in order to survive, consciously or subconsciously seeks isolation.

A pertinent question for us to consider is what is this isolation? Is

it a wholesome preservation of individuality? Is it escape? Is it a vacuum

created by poor or no comuunication? Is it the cold remaining when human

warmth and concern are absent? Is it the failure of outstretched hands to

touch? Is it the result of ideas which pass each other, failing to fmteract?

Is it ignorance-- of parent and child, of group and group, of scientist and

huzanist, of - educator and student?

I am here to report on 'Teaching the High Ability, Low Achieving StudenJ.-,.:

Individualized Instruction in Action," but I cannot do so without considering

:7 most iinpertant finding-- that, for years, I did not know my studcnts. bse

were isolatEd from each other. Let me describe two students with wham I worked

in an experimental class to illustrate how the absence of isolation had positive

effect.

1
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en Petty 3., an eighteen year old girl, first entered junior college,

she was reauired to enroll in a remedial aglish class on the basis of her

poor performance in the school's English Placement examination. Petty C.

needed the help of a remedial class: she could not write sentences correctly,

organize coherent unified paragraphs, or compose her ideas in orderly fashion.

She completed the remedial class with a -3" grade and was permitted to enroll

in freshi_an co=vut:itiul. fur tie
following semester.

--- -
lass a idivduAliza m

, u ni vt.L.

DWitty C. revealed during diagnostic testing that she still had great difficulty

in organizing her thoughts effectively. For weeks, she and I worked together

intensively. She wrote and rewrote her ideas in a variety of combinations

until, finally, she began to express herself logically and clearly, not expertly,

but acceptably.

I:hat was Betty C. like? In trite phraseology, she could be described as

"a pretty little thing. She was the sort of student who hides in the classroom

as best she can. We all know the type: the one whose name we never learn, the

shy non-entity, the number in the grade book. Betty, as I indicated. needed

help. not the sort of help one can deliver in a lecture or in an assignment to

go study so and so. She needed personal talk, an infusion of confidence, a

gesture of interest. She received these things from me and she profited.

In the same course, there was Eary E. who had also completed a remedial

class the previous semester, but she had earned an A. 1:ary B.'s dia7giostic

mritirg revealed that she could perform well, at the standard expected of

students who col.:plete freshman composition successfully. She did not need

much attention from me. I permitted Lary B. to pursue largely independent
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study and she produced a semester project that was splendid in quality, as good

as some graduate papers I have seen.

.Tat was Lary E. like? She was a mature wonan with a fenily, well-adjusted,

confident, outgoing. She was, moreover, a capable, conscientious student -- and

she loved Shakespeare. After Lary qualified successfully in the basic diagnostic

testing required of all students, I permitted her to pursue Shakespeare. We met

in person, talked on the telephone, and sometimes she even wrote postcards

to reveal a discovery that she "had to reveal that very minute."

then Lary evaluated the class at the and of the seuester, she was

embarrassingly effusive with praise for the class. his was the first time

in my life,- she mrote, "that I :lad a chance to learn hat I needed to learn

and at the same tine, to do what a. wanted to do. T wish every class could

'c'e conducted like this." Lary E., I night add, produced a study in depth

beyond any reasonable expectation from a student in a fresnman composition

class.

Ietty C., Lary B. and I learned more about learning and teaching in

that first experimental course than any of us mould have imagined a few months

before. I helped them both to realize some of the purposes for which they

were attendirg colleqe. They helped ne to learn how to teach people more

effectively than I had ever dreamed possible.

I delight in reporting experiences such as those with Betty C. and nary

B. On the contrary, how different are recollections of the fourteen years

during which I taught by ,..lonventional rethoes. -.:hen I began teaching English

with language which I had been taught to do. Although I soon learned that

prescriptions, proscriptions and literature of our language. I lectured,

in Eepteuber 1953, conscientiously undt2ri,00k the transmission of the

students perfomed quite differently in the identical classroom environment,

conducted discussions, counseled and graded my students to do those things
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I was not discouraged. I strove to make my instruction more and more clear,

hoping that, in tire, I would increase the number who showed interest and success

in their work.

Unfortunately, I did not meet with great success. athough some students

did do well, as many or more did poorly. I was happy- to take credit for the

successes, but I attributed the failures to defects in the students, not to my

Ileti.ods of instruction. I sun, I failed as many students as I helped,

discouraged as 21,227 as I votivattd. and understood the human rualities of

practically none, either successes or failures.

It is possible that afiy "blind" instructional rethods night have continued

throughout my professional life; or I night, instead, have departed in

frustration from education; OR some equally frustrated student might have

"ended' my career in order to complete his application for membership in the

Society for the atinction of Incessantly Expository Group Instruction.

In December 1967, I was offered an opportunity to experiment with

instruction in freshman composition. arie I. artin, President, and Ray

Johnson, Dean of Instruction, of Los Angeles Pierce College, asked me if I

would work with Atilla P. Csanyi of ;:estirrhouse Learning Corporation to see

if Pierce's course of study could be adapted to -jestinghouse's method of

instruction. The idea, I night add, was proposed originally by Stephen Sheldon,

Director of the U. C. L.A.- Danforth Cooperative Junior College Program. I

accepted the opportunity. I had few reservations, for I was far from satisfied

with my eAsting instructional methods.

;hat were we ,.going to do? The plan was to investigate whether individualized

instruction would appeal to students whose records in high school showed them

to be high in ability and low in achievement. To control the experiment, we

would combine these underachievers in the same class with students who enrolled



in random fashion. Selection of the experimental group, the underachievers,

':as ziade on the basis of certain criteria; I had no part in that process.

own first task was to familiarizeft. - elf with the proposed method of

individualized instruction, contingency contracting. I soon learned that it

is a system which euphasizes increasing motivation among students by transforning

the instructor-student relationship into a cooperative rather than authoritarian

one. A stresses the individuality of the student as much course of

when a course based upon positive contingencies is introduced, the student

is inforued, before he undertakes any work, of what he is expected to learn and

to do (objectives), how the instructor proposes to help hill (methods), and how

his performances and learning are evaluated as to ouality (criteria).

Furthermore, the student learns that he and the instructor mill share

responsibility for selection of his requiled work --- and that such selections

will be based upon his needs.

Initially, the instructor conducts diagnostic testing (pretests) to

determine that the student knows and what he can do; thus, inductively, the

student learns about the saps in his knowledge and the weaknesses in his

performance. 'It is at the tir.le of student awareness that the instructor

contracts- with rz_a to )-.elp him learn. The instructor fulfills his part

21-=At=of the contract by providing the student with individualized A
the student fulfills his part by performing the assignments. This approach

encourages the student to behave purrosefUlly because he can understand

precisely mhy he is asked to perform his tasks.

During ray introduction to contingency contracting, I learned that it

had already befri used successfully at the elementar:r and secondary levels.

In a handbook published for use in training teachers, the rationale for the

system was clearly stated. I quote:

1See Appendix A.
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ale of the :ajor problems educators and parents have
faced throughout tLe a'es has been that of Lotivating

children to perfom whose desirability was

deter=ined by these adults. Traditionally, Legative
:;ontinzencies have been favored to achieve this goal.

she 'contract' in such cases is: 'In order to avoid

punishment. you .71.1st perform such and such a task.'

1.:.ethe,.. advocated in this pro.7.7ram is, on the other

hand, the Lethod of Positive contingencies. The

'contract' in this case would take the form, 'as soon

as you demonstrate that you have learned a little more,

you nay do something which is even more exciting.'

The ultimate objective of behavioral motivation
technology is the shifting of motivation_ management to

sel-=

The reason for bringing up the 'ultimate
objectives' at this -blue is to reassure those

teachers who ma be dubious about the whole area

of motivation management. They ma.y be saying to

theaselves, 'Students should be motivated by a
desire to succeed, riot by the proiniLle of a reward,'

or "This sounds like bribery to me.' Or the

teacher nay be thinking, 'If I apply contingency
contracting systenaticall7 now, won't the child

grow up expecting rewards for every little thing

he does?'2

As I faced the problem of applying the system to freshman composition in

junior collega, I was perplexed, initially, by the question of what positive

contingencies to select for the student of this age and maturity. Obviously, -

I couldn't offer candy, games, or prizes for success in perforuance, although

some such silly notion did pass through :iy :`find. I decided, finally, that I

needed to persuade each student that this experimental approach was not a

gimmick. I was not proposing to "package the same product in a new container."

I was offering the formation of many partnerships in mhich each student would

work on his own behalf in cooperaticn with the instructor. I was offering not

just instruction, but my Personal concern for the welfare of each and every

member of the class. I resolved to project these ideas as earnstly as I

could.

2Lloyd Honme End Attila P. Csanyi, Contingency Contractina (Ee Eexico, 1967), pp. 4y5.
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1:at did do tO 4r44.1illna course r.Bthod -Len I final'', net an
J..-

L '

r-e--era.nenta7 secticn? 7irst, I told each student that I valued his presence

in the class and that my purpose was to keep lain there so he could succeed.

Secoml, I inforlaczd hir.. that despite the e:f..stence of genera l course objectives,

i:e would performlitilin a framework of his omn eaLnesses and strengths.

to determine his need fcr instruction, I would ask

lcimito perform assi-mments prescribed specifically for him. Fourth, I mould

not assign him lau grades on poor initial performances (negative contingencies);

but, instead, I would delay grading until he had had a chance to learn. Fifth,

I advised him that the seaester as a boundary of course length did not

necessarily apply. Instead, he could work at a rate compatible with his on

abilities and initiative: in essence same people would finish their work

sooner than mould others.

Sivth, each student was provided with a handbook which described all of

the course units and which clearly stipulated objectives, criteria and

prescriptions for each unit. Seventh, he mas informed that regular class

attendance was a function of need: he would attend as ruch as, but no more

than, necessary because the instructor hoped he mould grow in self management

ability. =ighth, the student vas advised of the plan to Limit largegroup

sessions to a minimum and t place great emphasis upon the instructorstudent

conference.

Reaction of students to these positive contingencies the first time

(Spring 19613) the experimental class las offered was positive.3 The second

time (Fall 1963) the course was offered, student reaction 1.:as equally good:

--;.See Appendix D for a copy of the questionnaire used to obtain their reactions.



CHART I

FaSPOKS2S DURING FALL, 1968

SZKESTER TO ORIENTATIM UNIT BY

STUDENTS FROX THREE SELECTED JUNIOR COLLEGES

Question
Asked

Positive response regarding

self-inanagement or independence?

Responses Elicited

Number Percentage

.142
rt.-I I
7.1..

137 88.3

Eeaative response to traditional

methods of instructor control --

as a contrast to the experimental 104 67.1

method of this class?

Positive response to opportunity

to select own assignments? 117 75-.4

8

At Pierce College, final student performance during Fall 1968 related well

to these initial reactions. There was a group of eighLy 6Ladents of which 44

were speciplly selected underachievers directly froa high school. The rer:laining

36 were people who had either scored well in the :ngliel Placement examination

or who had co:ipleted one or more remedial classes before enrolling.4

Sixty-seven completed the class at or before the se2esterts end. JI.mong

these, 8.90 per cent earned "A": 19.40 per cent, "B"; 54.17 per cent, "C";

5.97 per cent, 'D*; and 1.49 per cent, "F".

Of the renaining thirteen students, the results were as follows:

1. Two (hopped out of school to take full-time

early in the see: Aster.

2. lour left school in alticipation of rilitary

see vi ce.
3. r=hree co:.1pleted their woYk during the following

1) se:Lester, two with grades of "B.

one wMith a 'T.

4. One who was serious1:7 ill for so: e tine is still

working to con pie and is doing very well.

ilpproximately 10 per cent of Pierce College students pass the examination

with a high enough score to take freshman composition (Imglish 1) without

first being required to complete one or more remedial classes.
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5. One. I recently allowed to withdraw without penalty
after receivin5 a note fron Lis psychiarist.

6. graded with an *F. because I became convinced
that they were not perforling, nor was there a reasonable
explanation for their behavior.

A brief interpretation of these data is in order. 'first not one student -dropped

out of the class who did not also drop out of school completely! Second, the three

students who corleted late had personality problems and clearly would not have

finished at all uithout the attention I gave them. Furthermore, two of these students

have, in my judgment, been materially and perhaps permanently influenced in a positive

manner. Third, I managed to learn Iirz ray students performed as they did. lot one,

I am pleased to say, hz-.d negative reactions to the conduct of the class.

Student perfornance during the spring 1969 semester compared favorably with

results of the previous semester. The grade ::21 was earned by 13.9 per cent;

93u by 25.3 per cent; "C" by 50.7 per cent: "D" by 1.2 per cent: and "F" by 8.5

per cent. Six students withdrew from t.e class and frail school, theleby receiving

the grade of and four students Ere presently inzoeplete but should finish soon.

The spring 1969 results deserve soze explanation. Of the 2.5 per cent "F"

students, only one actually completed the =4ork of the class and earned an "F"

performance; the otheIs wit:ldrew froa school unofficiall:- but I held them to the

final grade requirenent because could discoveT no lezitimate reason for doing

otherwise. Finally, the ur_derachfevels, as a group, did not do as well as did the

other stulents.

Final
Grade

CCMPARI30 OF UNDERACHIEVARS AND
CONWOLS IN SPIZIWG 1969 FRE3iiliAN CCYPOSITIO11

Total EU:Tber ::umber of Vunber of

Controls Underachievers

A 10 9 1

B 18 12 6

C 36 16 20

D 1 0 1

F 6 3 3

II 6 3 3

Inc. 4 3 1

TOTALS 81 46 35

Of further interest, may be knowledge of how the iniOligcnce levels of the

underachievers correlated with their final grades. rhese data follow:
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CHART III

COMPARISON OF LEVELS OF' INTELLIGENCE

Cr UNDER.:_CHIEWatS WITH 7.HEIR IMRFORIIANCES I!:

F..ING 1969 FEESHMAti COPIOSITIOK CLASS

Final
Grade

number of
Underachievers

Intelligence Levels Taken from High

School Records

A 1 117

6 116: 120: 124; 125: 129: 147:

C 20 116: 116: 116 117: 117: 113: 118. 118:

119: 120: 121: 122: 122; 123: 123; 123;

123: 129; 134; 134;

D 1 117

F 3 116; 116; 116;

If 3 11.9; 122; 123

Inc. 1 125

-..hat sense mazr be Eade of these data? First, let us review:

1. The performance of the underachieving students was not as good as that

of the control students.

2. The performance of the underachieving students did not correlate with

their recorded levels of intelligence.

Too easily, one might conclude from these data alone that, therefore, the

experimental class did not provide any particular appeal for the underachievers

which is related to ability. Howevef, an important factor is missing. Ehat

are the levels of ability of the control students? These data were never

gathered for the experiment itself, but proper assess.aent of results demands

that they be included now. The findings follow.



CHART IV

301.1).PIC0:1 OF L:7,77.-,LS OF 1:7121LIGENCE OF

COMIOL S..:711. 3 larni TE:17. P...770:11..-:0:0 IN
SFRI171 1969 FR2SElukis 00:-TOSITIO:: CLASS

Final rubber of Intelligence Levels Taken

Grade Control Students fro:.. :igh Snhool Records

A 9 100: 104: 111: 117: 119; 12:
126: 134: one only h. s. g.p.a.

of 3.23

C

F

Inc.

12 90; 98: 103: 107: 108: 111: 112;
112; 122: 13E: two Lc' data college

transfer students

16 90; 95; 97; 99; 104: 107: 10S;
109; 111; 112; 115; 116; 117:
119; 126: 128

nrinrn A T-

Q none

3 101; 119; 135

3 110; 117; ore no data

3 97: 121: 136

46

Additional comparison maybe desirable. :ow do the distributions of

intelligence level compare between the underachievers and the control group?

CHART V

CGT,r'TS0.1: OP LEVELS CF I-172LLIGEME
- .ArD 'n"'201, STUDENTS

L.11 T"E cP21"" 1969 F3.17SHEAr COE:POSITION CLASS7

I.Q. in :umber of :umber of

Groups of 10 Underachievers Control Students

90-100 0* 8

101-110 0* 10

111-120 17 13

121-130 14 6

131-140 2 4

141+ 1 0 .111

vae selection procedure limitirag underachievers to those with high ability

precluded students in this category.
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meaning ray be attributed to these data now? First. my tentative

earlier conclusion about the experimental class not producinz differences in

appeal to the underachievers on the basis of their ability alone, appears to

fit the control group too. In neither rrolip does level of ability correlate

iith final grade. Che single underachiever earning an "A1' had an I.Q. of only

117 mhile among the controls who earned "A" the I.Q. range was 100- 134. The

arade of "13" was earned by under achievers ranging from 116 147; among controls,

90-138. A "C" grade was earned by underachievers ranging from 116-134: by

controls, 90-128. One underachiever with I.Q. of 117 earned "D" while no

controls did. Three underachievers earned "7" , all with I.Q. of 116: controls

earning vrn ranged from 101-135.

Second, was the experimental design valid? Its purpose was to enable

comparison of specially selected underachievers of high ability directly from

high school, with a control group enrolling randoml:f in the same college freshman

co- .7.position class. The answer appears to be that, although the design appeared

reasonalae, no effective comparison as :i.ade because tile tmo groups were not

dise_milar enouth. In addition,seve-Iteen Of the underachievers were in the

range of 114-120. The standard deviation of the normal curve being 10

1.(1. points, it is ouestionable, therefore, as to how many of them may be

lal-)eled underachievers of high ability as opposed to normal. Turthernore, it

was not possible to control the random class enrollments: therefore, the

distribution of ability among the controls ranged from 90 138 I.Q. Haw

different is this from the underachiever&

ti;..4.4.A...4.-tmm-qp-1400g-cm*Itemplime range of 116-147 I.Q.? Finally how effective

is the "contrast" when we learn that the modal range for each group is the

sane, 111-120 I.Q.?
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Third, I think we must ascertain the Leaning of the term, "underachiever.'2

Presumably, it sue' X17, "i person mho is not performing as well as one

ritht predict from '-ols ability as recorded on an objective test." It cannot

mean "gifted' in this study because only three underachievers had I.Q.'s above

130, which is the commonly accepted point above which the gifted are

distinguished from the normal. rurthermore, four of the controls, to confuse

the ratter further scored above 130 in 1.Q., and of these four, one earned an

7F and the other is still working. Cannot these two controls, potentially

gifted, be called underachievers? Cannot two additional controls with I.Q.'s

of 126 and 12C, who earned only "C' be termed underachievers too?

Trcatall of these data, I conclude that the groups in the experimental

class were z....ore tlian dissiuilar, and that, in effect. we have not been

studying the effects of an experimental system upon a high ability-low achieving

group vs a group with normal abiliVes. '.:hat we have been studying is the

effects of a s-rste,1 of instruction upon junior colleEe students among whom

some differences right randomly exist.

Eefoi-e I proceed to introduce additional data for consideration, I wish

-to repeat some facts reported earlier, to emphasize what I consider an important

finding of this study: the positive effects of this individualized system

of instruction upon the performance of junior college students.



CHART VI

Gnats EAT:ZED BY !IL STUD1172.3 EMT= IN AN
1::DI7IDUALIZLD FFESI:1-1.T CO:.103ITIO:: CUSS

OFT:s2;D FALL 1968 LD SPEING 1969

Fall 1968 Spring 1969

Grade Earned (Per Cent) (Per Cent)

A 8.90 13.90

B 19.40 25.30

1 A÷D 28750

C 64.17 50.70

D 5.97 1.20

F 1.49 8.50

Taf 7.46 9.70

W in numbers 8 6

Inc. in numbers 6 4 .

14

I nuke the simple assertion: this high a level of grade distribution in

a freshman composition class in junior college is unusual. It is unusual for

me; it would be -unusual for my colleagues. The percentage of "A and "B" grades

is high; the percentage of "D" and "F" grades is low. Perhaps comparison between

these grades and grades mhich I assigned to students in freshman composition

classes mhich I taught in conventional fashion before I began to experiment

mould be useful.



CHART VII

GIILDLZ rizasHa::
CL: .SSLS LSSIG:ED By S3HUL:Al:
f:.

Assigned
Grade

FALL 1967 Si-125TM 65 STUDENTS

A

C

D

F

Inc.

rumber of
Students

2

8

30

12

9

2

2

Percent
of Total

3.0

12.3

46.1

18.46

13.8

3.0

3.0

the IC does not account for early semester drops.

Ilhen I collected the data for this report, I was honestly surprised at how

different the grade distributions were from those in my individualized classes.

To provide further contrast, I wish now to report grade distributions in freshman

composition for my entire English department during three semesters chosen at

random.

Grade
Assigned

43.

T.%

C

D

CHART VIII

GRADE DISTRIBUTIONS IN FRESHEAN

CO'iJPOSITIOU OF PIECE COLLEGE ENGLISH

DaARTY:.:;171 G iii.1. SITZSTLLS

SaZ3TED AT i.ANDOK

Fell 196j
1-u:fcer 'Percent

0

85

249

1.5

13.44

41.0

133 29.0

F 44 7.6

Inc. 4 0.63

ele.ete

Tall 1966
::weer Percent

16 3.1

101 19.3

220 42.37

68 13.1

prim 168
i!umber Percent

33 5.2

143 22.4

265: 42.4

67 10.4

33 6.21 16 2.34

5 3-41

7z 13.5 3 --11711-

neN,^111-+ fnr pArly samester drops.
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Once again, the difference in grade distribution between the classes

taught individualized instruction and those taught by more conventional

uethods is clear. Eowever, it is also apparent that grades have improved

arong the classes taught by my colleagues too, for many of them have shown

increasing interest in experimentation during recent years. However, to return

to the experimental system, something has been happening as a result of

individualisation that has led to higher performance than occurs in conventionally

conducted classes. Turthermore, this difference, whatever it is, cannot be

attribtted to ability factors, as has already been demonstrated. Is further

evalence required to demonstrate that ability as a predictor of success in

the jurior college leaveinuch to be desired? Let us see.

I mould like to digress briefly from the data about the experimental.

prograir. in order to report the results of some studies I performed a couple

of years ago which had nothing at all to do with English instruction. During

the school :rears 19U.-67 and 1967-68, I examined the records of 470 students

who had been placed on probation after one semester of attendance at Pierce

College. Their grade point averages were less than 2.0: "D" averages. Ityr

purpose me.s to ascertain whether data concerning their ability correlated with

their poor perforrznce.

Included in the data exa:-.1ined were full-scale I.Q. tests, high school

gre.de point averages, full-scale achievement test scores, and ratings in the

2nElish FlaceLlent exazination at Picrce College.

Succinctly, I found absolutely no correlation between the ability data

ard perfor.7.1ance in college. The I.Q. range of the group, for example, was

65-139, with the rode and median falling within the normal range, 90-110.

There were low to respectable high school grade point averages, low to high

Fierce tkollege English Placement scores and so on. I reiterate: there was

no correlation between the ability data and college performance.
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To obtain core data for assessment of this vital question, in 1967-68, I

performed another study to ascertain if there were any differences between the

probationary group and another group from the same freshman class who had not

been placed on probation, whose performance after one semester was "C" average

or better. The members of the second group were randomly selected. Once again,

I found no significant correlation between ability data and acceptable

performance in college. The I.Q. range was 65-145, with the mode and median

falling within the normal range. Finally, I found no significant differences

between the ability data of the probationary group and the group which had

performed acceptably.

:f ability data do not suffice to enable prediction of success in luniot

college, and if, as I have said, I espouse the thesis that an individualized

system has positive effects upon student perfor;.Lance, what are the critical

factors? Lay I introduce additional findings in the attempt to explain?

During spring 1968, the first time I used the experimental method, I

transferred cne student fro;; a retied al aglish class to the experimental

composition class. I rade this transfer during the eight:-. week of the seLester,

at the proper time for him, because he would rot have beer ready for freshman

cx.rosition earlier in the se_:ester. Ee earned a "B" in the class.

L:urizg the sprinz,- 1969 seeste:-... roved tl.rs'e students even :

r al class whi%1, I vas teachi:g Litt) the dr: expe2i: e: -Gal class. not

the:_. to ectene CE;:- i_eeti-rzs of the car ss 17h5ch they could not have

dolle in any event because of work co:-.7.itLents. I Lade this change after six

weeks. These students earned grades of ":.,"end "C." -Jhat, I ask again, are

the critical factors"

/:tom I review the ideas and data presented thus far? I wish to make my

argument very clear. One, I conf..ssed that I now reject teaching methods

which I used for fourteen years of my life. Two, I described the system

which departs from n traditional method of instruction, It involves
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Individualized instruction within a course framework; it includes clear

stipulation of objectives. methods and criteria to inform the student fully.

Three, I described an experimental design which I followed to compare

underachievers and control students, and reported performance ratings. Four,

I cast doubt on the experimental design itself, showing that the group of

underachievers and the group of controls were, in fe.lt, not dissimilar enough

to be contrasted in ability. I showed that some of the underachievers could

have been labelled normal because of the standard deviation of 10 I.Q. points

within the normal curve; conversely, the I.Q. ratings of some of the control

group could support labelling them "underachievers."

Five, I reported studies of two groups of students at Pierce College and

showed that the fact that one group had been placed on probation and the other

not, could not be attributed to ability data available in their high school

records.

Six, I revealed that I had allowed four students, in two different semesters,

to enroll in the individualized freshman composition classes very late, and they

had succeeded, nevertheless, in meeting the requirements of the course of study.

Finally, I showed that overall, student performance in the individualized

classes had been good.

lihat is the denouement of my story? The most important finding is that

student performance in the experimental classes, taught by an individualized

method, was good. Furthermore, I believe that this finding is the quintessence

of the matter, for anything less than good student performance is tragically

wasteful. If my data are valid and reliable, then factors other than ability

alone are critical determiners of success in junior college. Perhaps these

factors may be stated simply:
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1. The instructor in junior college must motivate his

students.

2. The instructor in junior college must know the

character of his students before he can motivate

them.

3. The instructor in junior college must not isolate

himself from his students and simply offer his

subject: he must teach to the human equation

present in all of us.

Ilhat are junior college students like? A year ago, when working on

introductory material to the course of study for this experimental freshman

composition program, I examined this question carefully. Yay I review some

of the ideas I then expressed? Kany junior college students underachieve,

whether they be normal or superior in ability. They demonstrate apathy

and/or antagonism toward education. The apathy is revealed by a high degree

of unresponsiveness, a feeling of 'Does it matter whether I succeed or not?'

Apparently, they have not derived much pleasure from the educational experience,

they lack any certain level of aspiration, and they have lo--rod to live mr-Ith

their tendency "to cop out." Many of them show a feeling of antagonism because

they believe that educators do not care about them as individuals. They resent

the molds into which all students are 'poured' without reference to their

personal or educational needs.

The results of these attitudes are tragic, for one of the most perplexing

problems facing junior college educators is the waste of human and financial

resources. The rate of dropout in freshman composition classes is far too

high. This problem exists despite the offering of several levels of remedial

classes within hiany schools. For example, 80 to 90 per cent of students are

required through placeuent tests to complete one or :lore remedial classes in

some schools - before taking college-level work! In the face of so much

remediation, efficient instruction is needed. Presumably, if students can

be persuaded that the college is concerned with their retention and success,

not with just giving them the opportunity to fail, they may put forth greater

effort than they do under a more impersonal system.
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I would like to elaborate a bit about the impersonality of our junior colleges.

tend to think too nuch, as I said earlier, about sheer numbers of students.

As a former administrator in the Office of Adrdssions and Guidance at Pierce

College. I remember, too often, being concerned with how man7 students could be

counseled in an hour-- as opposed to how high the Quality of counseling was for

the individual student. I remember being concerned with such other natters as

how Eany students could be "run through the line" in registration in a given

length of time-- as opposed to how much help the confused individual might be

getting.

I know that college administrators are often too much taken by the question

of how many students can be enrolled in a class-- as opposed to how many ought

to be enrolled in this subject Dr that. The emphasis is too often upon how Elam

students an instructor is teaching rather than how well he is teaching them.

The instructor, too, is much concerned with how many assignments he can give

and still manage the work of his class. Lis-classroom is filled to bursting.

He feels oppressed and, thus, he isolates himself from his students with

excessive objectivity. He fails to focus upon the individual. As often as not,

he never knows his students at all, except as test or paper writers.

:/hat are the solutions to these problems? How can our gigantic educational

enterprise account for all the irdividual variations auong students which exist?

There is only one answer that I can suppl:r: Adi.:intistrator. counselor Teacher,

knolL117. student.

I argue further: ::ow can educators today, in these disordered times, afford

not to place some value upon human variations? We are not able to train alphas

or betas or gammas). la Euxley, nor would we want to do so. We are not able to

'ring the bells," as did Pavlov, in order to stimulate some sort of standardized

mental salivation.
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are, or owht to ce in the business or raisir- " +er'ali of hman..,

existence, of encoura,in,7 attitudes of inquiry, of stinulating self motivated

behavior. '.2e cannot hope co co so until we persuade our students that we are

concerned with their hu:Lan needs. "..;e cannot hope to do so until we know our

students!

Perhaps a few exaples of individual problems I uncovered in the experimental

Enslish course nay illustrate the importance of focus upon the individual.

. O., a youni-: man, 1C veers old. He denonstated a peculiar pattern of

onitting the ends of words amora other errors. It was so persistent that I

suggested he visit a doctor. Ee did, obtained new eyeglasses,and, with tutoring,

began to show ii-7.provwent.

D.R. a young lack;-, 19 ;;-ears old. Che wasn't performing well, nor was she

attending class as reauired. She had had a sharp break with her faiaily because

of a boy. She as living with the boy out of ledlock xld was under enorGous

pressure from both the boy and her fa-zily.

,LR.. a route 7ears old. Ee vas an unreliable tti ad:Atted

to a. persistent pzttern of procrastination. _Ippointents Leant nothing to hi r,

no did of pra.ises. Persistent, intensive individual conferences did have

a positive impact.

:here are other cases, a.lzuKT cases--far too One problea I encountered

Llany times was the "1 have to work to support ;self" syndroxe. I do not know

what the statistics are, but I venture to say that too ran:: students work too

El any hours while attc.:pting the equivalent of full college loads, and,

unfortunately, few of them can do so successfully. ]any of these students, I

have learned, can be helped to succeed in spite of the:selves by the instructor

who shows interest.
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I have said a great deal about how I feel about individualized instruction,

but Low did the students feel? In a final cuestionnaire given to all students

who completed the course, they supplied the answers. ?Ley indicated growth in*

such characteristics as valuirg learning for its own sake, self-management

ability and wanting to work: and they expressed appreciation for instructor

concern, Individualized help, freedom from pressure, and treatment as nature

indiiiduals. Furthermore, no substantial changes in course organization were

reconmended by a rajority of the students, but a few said that they would have

liked more conferences than they thought the instructor was able to have.

However, lest anyone think that indiv4daelizcd instruction is a simple

panacea, I wish to review saue of the problems encountered in the development

of this one instructional system for a junior college- - despite a friendly and

cooperative college administration, despite the erouragement of Tr aria, of my

colleagues in the English Department, and despite the advice and help of many

talented people not affiliated vith Pierce .3ollege.

First, and foremost, is previous student (and instructor) conditioning.

Lost educational syste.ls do not encourage students to become independent,

self nanaged individuals. Generally, they are told what to do, when to do it,

and how to do it. In addition students are usually required to undertake the

identical perforAznces whether they need to or not! Thus, nany people in uy

experimental clLsses had great difficulty with self-wane:gement. Time after time,

I found it necessary to deal with failure to meet obligations as agreed.

Second, there is not readily available enough good individualized

instructional naterial on the college level. For example, it was necessary

to utilize two separate textbooks as well as to create other materials in a

Student Eandbodk for :naish 3eposition in order to Lake the siste:A workable.

-intl.err:ore. there are geLez-ally available few 7:.elpiul ilrstrips, slides, films,

records or other paepheinalia.
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7.-ird. it is 7enerally true t".- .at school $trchitectu-e and furnishings are

too well suited to individualized instruction. or example, during, fall 1968

and spring 1969, I was assigned a room with fixed seats. all facing in one direction,

to acco=odate large classes, over E0 students each. This large a space was

not needed for more than a few large-group meetings, yet we utilized it for an

entire semester. rurthermore, no one was at fault, for room space was heavily

utilized and no better place was available. Greater flexibility of architecture

is needed, with rooms and furnishings which may be readily adapted to groups of

various size or to a variety of different functions. Structural features such as

soundproof movable walls or more effective juxtaposition of large and small interior

spaces would help.

Fourth. another difficulty in implementing individualized instructional

systems which must be overcome is tradition. Yost faculty members and administrators

are accustomed to instructional organization dependent upon fixed units of time

such as semesters or quarters. guilt into such organization is the premise that

a given amount of time is needed to complete instruction in a course of study.

Ignored, however, is the fact that students learn at different rates and in

different ways. I feel that the potentialities inherent in individualized

instruction are severely limited by this tradition.

A final problem to be dealt with, is overcoming the uncertainty which

educators feel about the efficiency of individualization. Experienced instructors

know that they can teach -)U number of students within a given semester, that they

can read "X'. number of papers ard administer *."1.1- number of examinations -- and still

maintain their sanity. On the other hand, I have often heard such questions as

'Can you really give the students enough individual time and still complete the

'work? Doesn't it take Luch longer to read a set of papers if you have to prescribe

individually? isn't the time lost in group discussion important?"

I have no -proof" to answer questioners. I have only a few questions of my

own to ask: While you are lecturing or conducting discussions, how many of your
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students are taking part or evert listening: vany papers have you read that

contained the saLe errors you found in earlier papers by the sae students? TM.J..en

you are teaching sentence structure, pronouns, usage, punctuation or what - you -will

to a group of forty students, how many of the forty at that time and in that place

need that naterial? Kow many of your students could learn more rapidly than you

are teaching? }pow many students who failed to learn in your classes could have

learned much more, had they been given more time?

Although I have no ultimate answers to offer doubters, I do have some

convictions. I believe that it is difficult for the instructor who teaches

only "groups," to know how :many individual students are really learning -- until,

often, it is too late to effect significant changes. "dith an individualized

approach, however, an instructor learns about his students' probleus suite rapidly

and he is able to prescribe rer.ledies efficiently. He has aTeater opportunity to

persuade each -person that his assigned work has value and he is able to observe

each person's progress cuite close17. and as often as necessary. f e also .-as the

opportunity to uncover persoLal IdroUems which a little urde;standil:s aPd -warmth

cz.r. soef.- es 1.1uch to rectify. I like the chat. ;es which I have seen take place

in 7- st&ents r_nd in me because, tocetaer e 'nave ,t...aged to destroy some of

the isolation which threatens us.

The future of infliTiauAliszed instruction is important!



AFFENDIX A

ARE_ EN1 BETWEEN SrUDEN7 AND INSTRUCTOR

The Instrz-tor affir:s the intent to co-Auct a fres1=an cou2se ir (:onposition

-Lich is oriented to t'.7..e individual student lerein named. :;aid student will be

riven a diasmostic pre-test to determine his specific instructional needs.

Assignments mill be made to satisfy his identified needs and when possible to be

cormensurate mith his interests.

The general course objectives are clearly described in the Student Handbook and

the specific objectives are described in each unit.

All the criteria which student is asked to attain and by which his grade will

be determined are similarly described in detail.

The Student affirms that he will attend to the assigned tasks of the course and

conscientiously follow the course procedures,

The Student warrants to:

1. attend class as and when required.

2. perform all assignments diligently and to keep appointments with the

instructor as and when required.

3. maintain an accurate and unbiased record of his progress and efforts

in this course, not under the direct instructor supervision, in the

required Student Log Porn.

4_ nainLain an w:titude of honesty in his dealings mith the instructor,

even to ad:Assion-of failure to perform in accordance with the

terms of this agreement.

The instructor and The Student jointly affirm the intention of cooperating in

all matters anticipatei and unanticipated to assure the student's successful

co: pletion of this course.

Dated

Student Instructor
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DIT.L.3=3: 2espond honestly to the following questions in sentence forr.i. Be

sure that they have sufficient detail and al-e clear. ...ts in all

vork ;-ou perform for this class, you axe asked to write in your

mature style. Avoid TragLents or other violations of good English

structure and usage.

1. Does the method of this course as described in the first meeting appeal

to you?

2. How much time do you estimate is reasonable for you to spend on assignments

each week?

3. do you feel alout letter grades foy each assir-=:ent'i`

3heck:

- on theu
don't care

1ould like theca
prefer instruction
criticism

Do you consider the number of different assignLsents to be inportant? Would

zany revisions of relativel7 few assisnl:ents help you to learn as much as

few or no revisions of nan7 assiilnixnts? ana.....-

7;o you s:elieve you can be trusted to perfo: to the .:,est of your ability

cc: of f.: c. 1.1?:...eo. for this c.le.sei



. I. .L

Co .M 4 4ALA. _e
pu:-.1:ose to cA-4-rl-te -o-- '- to perfo21, end

to provide you Ilith Ell the help necessary to do so. Do you think that

7011 can rake a fin:I:contract not to quit:

,mamm,
ammWmMw.

.0. map /MN. 1110M.M. mMEMMIM

mamawrImmaaamamO
aw al. am /a0 mIMMIN

7. rl you like t".-le idea of mTiting on only those subjects which you choose?

".".11-7?

..aMommalaa

make concerning the operation of this class?
W at suggestions can you.

8. How do y anou feel about the system of controls, rewards, and punishments now

utilized in schools? What would you change if you had the power to do so?
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LITENDIX C

FIEF'.3E COL.. GE Da:UMW:AL ENGLISH I

FINAL QUTIOtallilliE

7,as the class helped you in any of these ways? (If yes, check)

aLuing learning for its own sake

anting to work

2ecoming more interested in college

Solving personal problems which interfere with learning

Other

....

.."vitvv ^-11 4 t-1-7:7- of +1-ace. vw-re- (Tf V=.5 Cheek)
--,-

arm=1, .....10.
Deconi:1,7 less responsible

raving less interest in learning

Other

Flow :many hours per meek did you average working on assignments?

0-2 5.6 9 or more

3-4 7-8

:sere you able to manage your time and effort well enough to accomplish the goals

of the course?

Yes V()=1111



Have :You t.proved in -Jour self-manageuent ability as a result of this course?

rot at all A fair amount

A little A great deal

amaaw.werllo -

Do you learn better from:

1. rewriting material

2. writing new papers with concentration on improving inadeauacies of

past papers.

3. Other

In which areas did you inprove the cost?

Use of source r.aterials

Organization of ideas

Writing rechanics

Choosing appropriate topic

Objectives

Format

Footnotes, bibliography usage

Style and vocalLulary

Other



'ich aspects of this prograa yelped you most?

...11111.4111

10,

4. ow.

Individualized assignments

Ilistructor-student conferences on course work

Instructor counselin3 on other ratters

Treedaa from pressure

7reataent as a rature, responsible individual

Other

Some students have suggested changes for this course. 1-'fhich ould you recommend?

more class meetings

Mandatory conferences

Prograu extended to all courses

Group discussions

Other

Please conpare your learning in the experimental class with that in an average

one.

Dore

Sane

Less


